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Abstract
Current search engines with arrays of servers can provide efficient web content services.
However, as their returned results are usually enormous mass, finding target information is still
time-consuming.

To increase the correctness of returned results, different page ranking methods

were introduced. Some of them also try to use users’ feedback to increase their precision in
ranking.

However, as the traditional approaches are passive in feedback and greedy in search,

experiments show that the average error ratio is over 20%. Their returned results are usually too
large to satisfy users’ needs. In this paper, an active feedback technology is introduced. It bases
on the concept of balanced tree to present some critical questions for guiding users to have the
proper feedback in further searching.

The same idea can be applied to assist either distributed or

P2P (peer-to-peer) search engines to balance workloads and speed responses.
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1.

Introduction

The number of web sites and pages are highly increasing. The Web Server Survey published
by Netcraft on June 2003 found over 40 millions of Web sites on the Internet [1].

The number of

Web pages is zillion. It becomes more and more difficult to retrieve target content from such an
information ocean.

Users really need a good scheme to reduce the response time in searching

target content [2].

Nowadays, the search industry has evolved two dominant ways to retrieve

information: human-powered directories and crawler-based search engines. These two types of
methods gather their presentation lists of Web pages in radically different ways [4].
A directory categorizes knowledge into some structures and classifies individual Web pages
with respect to the pre-designed structure.

The most prominent directory in commercial is Yahoo.

An example of the directory of Web sites shown in www.yahoo.com is as follows.
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As there are more and more pages on the Web, the classification of web pages becomes a
labor-intensive activity (there are much more “publishers” on the Web than “classifiers”).

By the

way, if the pre-designed directory does not reflect the information you seek, you are out of luck [3].
An alternate of the human-powered directory is the crawler-based search engine.

Google

(www.google.com) is the most famous crawler-based search engine in worldwide. It will crawl
(or spider) different Web sites to create a database of data pages automatically. Then, people
search through what the crawlers have found by presenting a query statement (usually, a single
keyword) [4]. Currently, Google also provides the service to do the keyword search for other
portal sites (including Yahoo).

An example of the crawler-based search service shown in

www.yahoo.com is as follows.

Based on the query statement and a pre-defined measurement function (usually the query
statement’s importance in a Web page), the search engine returns a set of relevant pages as the
result.

Users tend to get valuable results at the first couple of retrieved pages [3, 6].

However, as

there are so many pages on the Web and few of them are valuable, it always takes a user lots of time
in finding his real interest.

A good search engine needs to show the most relevance results on the

top one or two pages.
To further focus on the real interest of a user, Current researchers apply the measurement of a
relevance score to rank pages.

The PageRank technology [8] of Google and the PolyRank

technology [9] of Openfind are known as two of the most important page ranking methods.

To

further rank pages by the relation of Web sites, the SSP (Subject-Specific Popularity) technology
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[10] of Teoma and the Prisma technology [11] of AltaVista are introduced.

They analyze the

relationship of Web sites within a community based on the number of same-subject pages referred.
For example, the number of citations to a page can be an evidence of its importance.

We can

display the target results by listing pages from high to low citation. Although there are a few
differences between these technologies, the main concern is the degree of relationship and
significance of Web pages.
page relation.

Its correctness is highly dependent on the accuracy of user input and

Unfortunately, both of them are non-guaranteed.

Another possible way of target emphasizing is to ask users to give a more explicit query
statement.

Like the Advanced Web Search in Yahoo shown as follows.

It is usually a boolean

function of the page’s keywords, updated time and site domain.

However, a user may have the difficulty in explicitly specifying his interest. It is not easy to
specify an explicit query statement, not only the keywords but also their boolean function, for
searching the target Web pages. Moreover, a user has no idea about the characteristics of Web
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pages stored in the database.

A query statement may be explicit but redundant in information and

inefficient for searching.
How to provide an efficient method to find target information is an important research issue.
Some researches try to use users’ feedback to increase the precision of page ranking. Before doing
the feedback, the search results are first ranked by following their significance to the query
statement.

Every time the user is clicking to see a Web page.

This page provides new

information to adjust the scores of significance for ranking pages. Therefore, a new result is
presented to try to get approaching user’s target.

In Yahoo, it also provides the category of each

page and three related high score categories to users.

In Google, the most related keyword in the database is also provided to users to adjust their query
statements. Notably, all these current approaches assume that the feedback page is an analogue of
the target. However, as users can’t explicitly specify their targets, this assumption is not always
correct.

Even a user is so lucky and it is available to find the related pages.

A greedy scheme

that takes only the related pages into the consideration of feedback usually leads to a large overlap
in the search result.

The search space is still very large. Besides, as the feedback is passive, the

system never tries to understand what kind of impacts the feedback will introduce. Therefore, the
item clicked for feedback may not benefit the system’s performance.

If a user searches the web

pages only from the passive feedback [13,14], it usually returns too many results.
show that the retrieval error ratio is over 20% [12].

Experiments

It needs a more effective assistant scheme for
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speeding search.
Let’s move the scenario from the Web content search to the daily life search.

Think about

“who will be the best assistance in searching” and “what will he do.” Imagining a scenario of the
library reference situation, you may request directions to get a collection by your own query
statement.

The librarian, being experienced with such situations, is not going to serve you by

following your statement passively.

Instead, based on a measurement of the collections and your

request, he usually asks you some questions actively to get a better understand of your target and to
narrow down your search space. The degrees of significance and relationship (they have been
applied in many feedback methods) are two good parameters in this measurement.

However, the

amount of return results should be also considered to maximize the system performance (on the
worst or the average cases, not only the best case).
Not like a librarian, presented search engines don't have the ability to ask good questions to
focus their search.

They concern only the similarity of web pages. However, pages with high

degrees of significance and relationship may not focus users’ requests. In this paper, we base on
the heuristic of library reference to propose an active feedback technology for Web content search.
By analyzing the significance and relationship of result pages, we can estimate the effects for
different keywords in feedback. Adopting the concept of balanced tree, a set of keywords can be
identified to guide users to have a better search results.
but to provide a new assistant method.

Our goal is not to replace search engine,

The same idea can be extended to assist either distributed

or P2P (peer-to-peer) search engines to try to balance workloads and speed responses.
the original search engine more efficient.
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It makes

2.

Related Works

2.1 Page Ranking
Earlier page ranking methods are based on the boolean and vector models.

They use the

term-weighting (the frequency of terms within the pages) and the similarity function (the similarity
between each page and a query) to rank pages [15, 16].
PageRank algorithm [17].

The most well known method is the

It is proposed by Google to provide a more sophisticated scheme for

citation counting. Usually, the number of citations to a page (the link structure of the page) is
evidence of its importance.
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This method covers both the case when a page has many back links and when a page has a few
highly ranked back links [8].

However, it leads some shortcomings, e.g., new page not good as

old page, small page less than large page, and professional page less than general page.

To solve

these shortcomings, Teoma [18] uses pages’ communities to determine which pages are most
relevant.

It ranks a page based on the number of same-subject pages that reference it, not just

general popularity [10].

The similar idea is applied in AltaVista [20] and WiseNut [19].

The accuracy of pages’ ranking depends on the correctness on user’s query and his feedback.
Usually, the user’s input is unalterable to be extremely short.

It perhaps consisting of one or two

terms (1.3 terms on the average) [6,7,21], and usually a short phrase or even a single word. In
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many cases, even users have input several terms for searching, they still get bad results.

Reasons

for such bad results come from the passive human-interface in searching.

2.2

Greedy and Passive Feedback
A passive system never tells users what would be an explicit feedback for the next step in

searching. It only provides the most similar results in ranking and waits users to give a feedback.
While a user selects one of the result pages as the feedback, a greedy scheme is applied for ranking.
It simply assumes that the feedback is explicit and the scores of the related pages are adjusted by
following the feedback.

Actually, users don’t know what information in the selected page will be

returned to the search engine. While a user’s feedback is beyond the assumption (it always
happens), the returned results of such a greedy search scheme would be inaccurate and irrelevant.
By the way, even the feedback is explicit, strong relationship usually lead to large overlap in search
results.

2.3 Search Expertise
A librarian is known as an expertise to get requested collections from users’ query statements.
These statements are usually inexplicit as we presented during the Web search.

Instead of

passively waiting, a librarian will actively ask the user some questions to get a better understand of
the target. Based on a measurement of the collections and the request, he tries to estimate the
effect of feedback for different keywords related to the request. Using a balanced tree of Web
pages in the database, a set of keywords can be identified to guide the user to fast narrow down the
search space.

Notably, the degrees of significance and relationship that have been applied in
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current search engines are just two of parameters considered by a librarian.

3.

Web Content Search with Active Feedback

Conventional approaches use the degrees of similarity and popularity for page ranking. It
follows a greedy rule in searching. However, the greedy scheme is work only when the quality of
user’s query and its related feedback are explicit. It is not always work.

In this paper, we

introduce a novel method that tries to improve the performance of Web search by active feedback.
No doubt, the user is the one and the only one that understand most what he want. But, actually
holding the web pages and knowing how to deal with them is the search engine. If the system
doesn’t provide accurate information in searching, it is flatly impossible to expect users to find their
requested pages.

For example, the amount of return results should also be considered for

minimizing the average search time.
An active feedback approach analyzes the distribution of Web pages and provide users the
suggestion for proper feedback. Users are guided for fast searching, and don’t need to think or
type too much.

Besides, as the system has tried to understand what kind of impacts the feedback

will introduce, the item clicked for feedback would highly benefit the system’s performance.

It

provides an auxiliary method on search engines nowadays to focus user demand efficiently and
quickly.

A simple example is shown as follows.

Different from the greedy rules what existing search engines are doing, we can consider the
“weighted average height” of a balanced tree regarding keywords’ significance and relationship.
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The results is a factor to influence the system performance.
a user.

Let Q0 be the original query term from

Keywords list is a pre-built table that records the significant keywords and their

significance and relationship.

The MetaSearch system is an intermediary search mechanism.

It

could combine query terms with select keywords from user, and send them to search engines for
searching. Finally, we show the results and the suggestive keywords for users.

The function of

each component is described in more detail below.
First, we built up the keywords list in advance that provides a series keywords for effective
searching. It records important keywords, and corresponds to the significance and relationship of
each keyword.

The keywords influence the ranking; deduce the effect of the next status of system,

and finally choose the suggestive keywords for effective searching. The principal keywords are all
pre-built by the ordinary search engines.

This function records the search results.

It can help

determine the influence that the effect of next status of system, depends on the results and each of
keywords.
recall.

To measure the degree of influence, we use the standard IR metrics, precision and

On the other hand, to evaluate the potency whether the keywords could reduce the amount

of irrelevance information.

In order to compute the degree of influence exactly, we must know the

significance of each keyword, the relationship among keywords, and the connection between
keywords and results. These tasks can be done by search engines.
Consider the search term Qj.

It is composed of original search term Q0 and a series of

keywords from user feedback.
Qj = Qj-1 Ɣ Kj = Q0 Ɣ K1 Ɣ K2 Ɣ … Ɣ Kj

(1)җ

Where Ɣ is the composite operator that indicates the boolean operator of information retrieval,
could be + (AND) or – (OR).

We consider the useful keywords else, it does not care that given Q0,

K1, K2, … , Kj, to determine the proper keywords.

There are a number of applications that use the

tree structure to manage their data. The most popular application is the fast search [22]. The
efficiency depends upon the balance of the tree.

We use the balanced tree for information retrieval.
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The balance means not only the efficient balance but also structural balance..
Let mj is the number of results for search terms Qj .

The records of one page is m , the total

pages N is then represented by mj/m, and Ni is the number of pages related with keyword Ki (related
records/m). Let Pi=P(Ki|Qj) denotes the probability that results include the keyword Ki on existing
search term Qj.

Ri represent the significance and relationship that new keyword Ki regard the

original search term Qj.

The degree of influence of average efficiency of search engine Wji is

given by (2).
Wji = Pi*log(Ni*Ri) + (1-Pi)*log((N-Ni)*(1-Ri))
This value, Wji , represents the average height of balanced tree.
is more efficiently.

(2)җ
Smaller value means the keyword

Applying the decision tree for balanced effectively, users could differentiate

between what they want and don’t want.

In addition, it can focus on the users demand fast.

We now choose several keywords, the number of keywords depend up the setting of system.
Consider the design form of web page, we get the eight keywords, and then integrate the keywords
into result pages.

In order to search the information quickly, the system prompts suggestive

keywords, include both positive lists (AND) and negative lists (NOT), for users for advanced
filtering capabilities.

4.

Results

In this section, we evaluate our mechanism for balanced tree to determine what improvement can be
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achieved.

Due to we have not created the search engine by ourselves.

developed a MetaSearch system to retrieve data from Google search engine.

Instead, we have
The search terms of

metasearch system use boolean query model (using AND or NOT) that composing original search
term (Q0) that user input and the keywords list (K1,K2,….Kn) that we established in advance.

Then,

adopting the equation (2) mentioned above to compute their retrieval efficiency for different
keywords.

Finally, we choose the keywords that make the balanced tree becoming balance, and

show the keywords to users for advanced select.
Suppose the original query termΰQ0αis “computer” (in Chinese).
852,000 records.

The numbers of results are

Now we combine Q0 with each of keyword in the keywords list, to implement

the “AND” operator (the numbers of results for “NOT” operator are the subtraction of total records
and the records of “AND” operator).

The partial results are listed in Table 1.

(The

implementation time of example was at 7:10~11:00 on May. 30, 2003)
The keyword list built up by manual in advance. For the generation, we set the significance
and relationship of every keyword is all the same.
keywords are same.

Furthermore, the connections between

On the other hand, users don’t special like for any keywords.

Therefore, we

could ignore those factors while computing Wji. The results are then ranked according to the value,
from small to large.
balance of tree.

It means they could reduce the average height of the tree, attaining the

It’s the best way, on the other hand, to eliminate amount of data from irrelevance

data.

Keywords

Records Degree of influence

online

385000

5.63142

software

371000

5.63304

problem

482000

5.63317

management 367000

5.63359
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safe

363000

5.63418

technology

490000

5.63433

center

495000

5.63513

network

501000

5.63618

Chinese

339000

5.63853

global

325000

5.64173

technique

322000

5.64248

forum

314000

5.64460

news

552000

5.64869

…

…

…

852000/2 = 426000

We could choose the top M keywords to become the suggestive terms, the value M depend on
demand or layout of system.

Consider the layout of web site, we choose eight keywords, and then

combine the keywords with result pages.

The keywords show on page top.

keywords, we also place two boolean operator, “AND” and “NOT”.

Besides the

User could select any one to

refine the results.

Give a description of working processes.

First, user input the query term, Q0 = “computer”.

The

metasearch system send the query term to Google and got the results, show original ranked results
from Google and suggestive keywords include “online”, “software”, …, etc. When user chooses a
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suggestive term “online” (Kx), new query term (Q1) is “computer online” (Q0+Kx).
work above.

Repeat the

Showing the new ranked results and new suggestive terms, include “news”

“network”…etc.

It is obvious that the suggestive keywords differ from the first stage.

The best way, using the balanced tree and active feedback, user selects a keyword that
provided by system every time, it could efficient reduces a half of data.
searching could reduce another half of data.
search engine.
efficiency.

The second stage of

Hence, this method provides efficient assist for

To integrate with similarity of keyword of search engine, it could get more

In the worst case, in another word, users don’t choose any term; the search effect is the

same as the original search engine.

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an efficient method that used balanced tree and active feedback to
assist in Internet search.

By suggesting a list of more benefit keywords actively, user could find

the data required quickly and the originally vague and broad concept becomes clear and focus
gradually.

It is clear that our method is superiority in theory, even though the system is

insufficient for scope and preciseness.

There are still many issues regarding efficient search that
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deserve further study. First, improving the keywords list further is necessary.
developed the one tier balanced tree.
tree.

Second, we have

Next, we will extend the algorithm to multi-tier balanced

The other concepts such as the game tree (versus the balanced tree), the possibility (versus

the probability) and the miss rate (versus the hit rate) in searching should also be considered.
Furthermore, the user interface, for suggestive keywords and ranked results, will show and advance
in accord with feedback.

Finally, the active feedback technology can apply to provide

personalization in P2P environment.

And for loading balance in a distributed environment the

concept of balanced tree is useful.
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